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Research question: How effective is our approach to automatically identify code descriptions in natural language text 
of research articles? 
Additionally, collected data to answer two questions about how code segments are described in research articles:
• What kinds of information are available in natural language text describing code segments in research articles? 
• How do authors typically reference code segments within their code description text in research articles (i.e., What 

cues are most prominent?) 

MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

HEURISTICS

• Automatically identifying & mapping text describing code segments 
in research articles 

• Prototype outputting XML-based representation associating code 
segments with their descriptions 

• Evaluation of the effectiveness of code description identification 
techniques (precision of 68% and recall of 21%)

Future work: 
• Improve recall and precision, fully automate preprocessing, and 

expand the experiments with more dataset. 
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KINDS OF INFORMATION

STATE OF THE ART

Analyzing Collections of Research Articles:
Cruzes et al. (ESEM’07), Siegmund et al. (ICSE’15)

Code Segment Extraction: 
Bacchelli et al. (ICPC’10), Tang et al. (KDD’05), Bettenburg
et al. (MSR’08), Subramanian et al. (MSR’13), Rigby et al. 
(ICSE’13)

Code Description Identification:
Bug Reports: Panichella et al. (ICPC’12), 
Q&A: Vassallo et al. (ICPC’14), Wong et al. (ASE’13), 
Rahman et al. (SCAM’15)

Overview of Approach

An excerpt from a research article
Source: “Safe Memory-leak Fixing for C Programs” (ICSE’15) 

MOTIVATION

EVALUATION

Bug Reports
Emails

Blog Posts
Q & A forums
Code Reviews
Documentation

E-books
Research Papers
Course Materials

Presentations
Public Chats
Benchmarks

Research Papers
DL Domain # of articles

ACM DL Computer 
Science

> 300,000

IEEE 
Xplore

Computer 
Science

> 3,500,000

DBLP Computer 
Science 
(Mostly)

> 3,729,582

70% of the articles contain one or more 
code segments, with an average of 3-4 code 
segments per article.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IEEE_Xplore, https://cacm.acm.org/magazines/2011/7/109905-acm-
aggregates-publication-statistics-in-the-acm-digital-library/fulltext, http://dblp.uni-trier.de/

METHODOLOGY

Scoring Scheme Thresholds

1 2 3
Equal score (=1) 62.69 80.26 71.42 

Accuracy-based score 62.69 69.33 72.89 

Minimum # of Seeds Precision Recall
1-24% 39.05 70.20 

>= 25% 53.41 50.33 
>= 50% 66.04 28.45
>= 75% 68.30 20.53

Precision of seed heuristics Effectiveness of code description identification

Examples of Analyzed Code Description Sentences

SUMMARY

PROMINENT CUES

Identified correctly as code description 
First, we notice that EVOSUITE uses the method toString rather than getRootElementName in the assertion. 
Identified incorrectly as code description 
Since our choice of a particular algorithm may not match what the user needs , having the ability to add user-defined 
functions was important. 
Missed code description
Meanwhile, if it appears in a requires clause (i.e., the precondition of the updated version), E should be evaluated in 
the pre-state of the previous version (i.e., (σ1, h1)). 

High Clarity

Low Clarity


